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ICO REGULATION : GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
1. Emphasis on soft law

Most jurisdictions have not yet implemented specific regulations about ICOs. Financial regulators have
often issued guidance, which cannot be considered as binding for either courts or legislators. As a
result, analyzing the regulatory framework of ICOs often means pondering over the binding nature of
such guidance, which are not set in stone.
2. Evolving frameworks
Regulators do not have a definitive view of ICOs, blockchain technologies, or decentralized apps, and
of the regulation that should apply to them. They are in the process of drafting regulations, or
contemplating to do so, with the “wait and see” attitude regulators often adopt when faced by
technological innovations.

3. Forum shopping context
Token issuers are not longstanding , well-established companies. They do not have strong links with any
jurisdiction (offices, employees) and are sometimes not even incorporated anywhere. Moreover, they
are usually providing digital services. As a result, they can be incorporated virtually anywhere around
the world, depending on the most advantageous regulation (including taxation). This has been taken
into account by regulators and legislators, who understand that implementing harsh frameworks
(complete ban of ICOs for example) will not work as a regulatory strategy. Regulators are adapting to
the context, e.g. France is contemplating the implementation of an optional framework.
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ICO REGULATION STRATEGIES

Jurisdictions have opted for one of the following three solutions for ICO regulation:

1. DURA LEX, SED LEX

2. PRE-EXISTING FRAMEWORK

3. NEW FRAMEWORK

Some jurisdictions have
opted for a complete
ban (China).

Some
jurisdictions
have
chosen to include token
issuances under the existing
regulatory framework of either
financial instruments (USA) or
payment services (Japan).

Some jurisdictions seem to be
contemplating
the
implementation of a new,
specific framework for token
issuances.
This
is
most
definitely the case in France.
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ICO AUTO-REGULATION INITIATIVES

•

Professional associations surfaced in 2017 and started issuing documents outlining best
practices for ICO issuers.

•

These auto-regulations mechanisms play an essential role in harmonizing practices
around the world and in the professionalization of all actors.

•

The most prominent examples of such auto-regulation initiatives are :
o

THE LONDON TOKEN FUNDRAISING MANIFESTO

o

THE ICO CHARTER

o

THE ICO GOVERNANCE FOUNDATION WHITE PAPER
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THE LONDON TOKEN FUNDRAISING MANIFESTO
Ethical framework: ICOS should comply
with the following principles:

Individual code of conduct: ICO stakeholders should
be:

autonomy (insure that investors have
enough information to make an
autonomous, informed investment
decision),

trustworthy (act honestly and fairly, put the interests of
the customer first, protect their interests),

openness (about the intended
consequences of the token),
beneficence (useful commercial or social
purpose of the token),

dutiful (act with integrity, protecting the reputation of
ICOs, cryptocurrencies and DLT),
lawful (observe applicable laws, regulations and
professional conduct standards),

honesty (no lies or material omissions),

careful (observe standards of market integrity, good
practices, conduct and confidentiality expected
from market participants),

non-maleficence (reduce the impact of a
failure of the token, ensure sustainability),

unconflicted (manage relevant conflicts of interest
effectively),

transparency (no misleading presentation
of information),

competent
(professional
and
technological
competence, commit to update knowledge and
skills),

justice (equitable distribution of benefits
and burdens), and
fairness (no party unknowingly
(dis)advantaged).

Questions for token issuers:
does the token have a beneficial
commercial/social purpose?
is it clear to everyone what your
token represents?

do
the
money
supply
rules/algorithms align value with the
token’s social/commercial purpose?
is there a mechanism to return any
excess or unnecessary resources?

do you have the professional and
technical resources to deliver?

contained (decline to act when not competent),
and
aspiring (strive to uphold the highest professional
standards).
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THE ICO CHARTER

o

o

o

information provided by the ICO o
project:
complete
white
paper;
detailed presentation of the ICO; detail
info on the team, market, product,
legal entities sponsoring the project; o
bylaws and shareholding structure;
target amount; roadmap, bios and
resumes of key player; independent
check of key players/advisors
o
independent legal review of the ico
token and its issuer
white paper features: legal and
financial info on the issuer, description
of the project, target amount, use of
proceeds, technical presentation of the
project, token structure, primary and
secondary markets, risk disclosure, o
warnings, disclaimers, applicable law
and courts in the EEA.

ICO smart contract code: code and o
smart contracts detailing the token
delivery process

ICO safety and security: ongoing
presence of an IT supervisor, ISO 27001
certification recommended

KYC, anti-money laundering and anti- o
terrorist
process: ID/passport, tax
residency, articles of incorporation)

acceptance of a third party audit to
measure the risk of the project

o

post-ICO: disclosure of ICO process and
outcome and of markets where the
tokens are traded, regular updates on
the project

tokens and cryptocurrency raising
process: disclosure of the types of
wallets, real time traceability of
collected amounts, disclosure of fees in o
token paid to advisors, pre-sale
mecanisms and disclosure of rules to
offer discounts, traceability of all crypto
transactions, disclosure of all fees

commitment on the laws of listed states:
compliance with OECD guidelines on
tax transparency.

use of proceeds: process of restitution in
case the target amount is not reached,
creation of an escrow wallet, rules and
conditions for the release of proceeds
to the ICO project
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REGULATION IN FRANCE
As a general observation, it should be noted that French regulators seem to have adopted an overall moderately
enthusiastic approach toward initial coin offerings.
The French Financial Markets Authority (Autorité des marchés financiers or the “AMF”) issued a warning to investors on the
risks related to initial coin offerings as part of its discussion paper on initial coin offerings released on 26 October 2017.
However:
• the AMF has set up UNICORN (Universal Node to ICO’s Research & Network), a program in the framework of which it has
initiated discussions with token issuers. Between its launch and 22 February 2018, this program has allowed the AMF to
discuss with 15 token issued out of the 21 ICOs the AMF was aware of in France. 14 of the 15 project developers that met
the AMF said they wished to conduct their operations and activities in France;
• in the public consultation paper from October 2017, it stated that “the tokens issued in France of which the AMF is aware
should not fall under French regulations governing the public offering of financial securities. This approach could be
different in the case of ICOs giving rise to the issuing of tokens granting the same or comparable rights to those granted
by financial securities (i.e. governance of financial rights).”
• the AMF followed up on this statement in the summary of replies to the Public Consultation on 22 February 2018, in which
it explicitly favored the creation of an optional approval regime for ICOs rather than expanding the current law to
include ICOs since they make public offerings. It announced that “The AMF Board has therefore decided to continue to
work on the definition of a possible legal framework tailored to ICOs by specifying the appropriate information and
guarantees that are necessary.”
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REGULATION IN FRANCE
Article 26 draft Law on growth and transformation of enterprises (projet de loi relatif à la croissance et la
transformation des entreprises) provides for a draft regulatory framework of initial token offerings.
Bearing in mind that this draft will be discussed as of September 2018 in both the National Assembly and
the Senate and may therefore be amended or rejected, this law, if enacted, would grant power to the
AMF to deliver an optional visa to token offerings.
However, the explanatory statement introducing this draft law specifies that the AMF may only deliver this
optional visa for tokens “which would not be governed by existing financial regulation”. As a result, the
draft article L. 552-1 of the French Monetary and Financial Code (the “MFC”) states that the proposed
regulatory framework would only apply to token offerings that are not already governed by other
provisions of the MCF, including its Book II, Title 1 on financial instruments.
As a result, it is not possible to infer from recent regulatory developments (whether in the form of public
stances taken by the AMF or of the drafting of a regulatory framework) that something that the issuer selfqualify as a “token” will never qualify as a financial security and be subject to, notably, the regulations on
public offerings of financial securities. If a digital asset issued as a token meet the criteria to qualify as a
financial security under French law, these regulations, amongst others, will most certainly apply.
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REGULATION IN FRANCE
Moreover, France is contemplating the introduction of a regulatory framework for cryptoassets intermediaries
Under the proposed regulation, crypto-assets include:
• Tokens, as such term is defined pursuant to the aforementioned ICO regulatory
framework, i.e., intangible digital assets incorporating rights that can be issued,
registered, held and transferred on a distributed ledger (dispositif d’enregistrement
électronique partagé, or DEEP, a notion introduced by the 2017 Order) and do not
qualify as financial instruments
• Any digitally registered and transferred asset incorporating nonmonetary units of value
that can be transferred for acquiring goods or services
The definition therefore encompasses not only tokens issued through ICOs but all cryptoassets, including cryptocurrencies. This broad definition of crypto-assets is similar, but not
identical, to the one introduced by Order No. 2016-1635 of Dec. 1, 2016, the purpose of
which was to subject crypto-asset intermediaries to AML/CF requirements.
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REGULATION IN FRANCE
Crypto-asset services are broadly defined to encompass
services when performed in relation with crypto-assets, i.e.:

traditional

investment

• Custody of cryptographic keys for third parties
• Trade of crypto-assets with currency having legal tender (i.e., FIAT)
• trade of crypto-assets for other crypto-assets
• Operation of a crypto-asset trading platform
• Investment services for crypto-assets, i.e., receipt and transmission of orders on behalf
of third parties, portfolio management on behalf of third parties, investment advice to
crypto-asset
purchasers,
underwriting,
and
guaranteed
and
nonguaranteed investment
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REGULATION IN FRANCE
The proposed amendment set forth two frameworks for crypto-asset services providers: a mandatory
registration for cryptographic keys custodians and FIAT/crypto exchanges, and an optional license for all
activities defined as crypto-asset services.

Under the draft regulatory framework, the services of custody of cryptographic keys for third parties or
purchase and sale of crypto-assets for FIAT currencies will require a prior registration with the Autorité des
Marchés Financiers (AMF). Before proceeding with the registration, the AMF will check the reputation and
professional qualifications of the directors and beneficial owners. The AMF will publish the list of registered
services provider.
Other crypto-asset services providers established in France will have the opportunity to request a
nonmandatory license delivered by the AMF.
To obtain such license, crypto-asset services providers will have to subscribe to professional liability
insurance (or comply with capital requirements to be set forth in the AMF General Regulations), possess
resilient IT systems, and to establish adequate security procedures, policies to manage conflicts of interests
and internal audits. Once licensed, they will be required to communicate fair, clear and not misleading
information to their clients; inform such clients of the risks associated with crypto-assets; and publish their
fees policy.
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REGULATION IN GERMAN
Since 2011, the German regulator BaFin has taken the position that cryptocurrencies like
Bitcoin are "accounting units" and, therefore are financial instruments, so that persons
dealing in cryptocurrencies need a financial services license.
On October 12, 2018 the Criminal Appeals Court in Berlin (Kammergericht) published a
decision (Az .: 161 Ss 28/18) in which such position was refuted:
“Trading in Bitcoin is not an offense because it is neither a unit of account nor a financial
instrument under the German Banking Act.
Therefore, no permission for the operation of banking transactions is required. ”
The court points out that the legislative materials indicate that Special Drawing Rights (an
artificial currency made up of a basket of currencies) and similar units to express a price or
amount were intended to be covered by the definition, but not virtual currencies with high
volatility.
The court stresses that “Bitcoin did not exist at the time accounting units were added to the
statutory definition in 1997” and that it is not the task of courts or governmental authorities to
develop the law to regulate a new phenomenon like virtual currencies.
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REGULATION IN GERMAN
For the Bafin the verdict is a defeat:
“The ruling fundamentally calls into question the administrative practice of Bafin with
regard to cryptocurrencies, as the postulated permission requirements as a whole
depend on the classification of cryptocurrencies as a financial instrument,”
“It was not the task of the federal authorities to intervene legally in criminal laws. With this
statement the Federal Institution spans the task assigned to it”.

In view of this opposition, it becomes clear how great the legal need for action is. It remains
to be seen whether the German Supreme Court will speak the last word on this topic and
whether the German legislators will now pass legislation to regulate professional cryptotraders.
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REGULATION WITHIN THE EUROPEAN UNION
Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 of 14 June 2017 (the "Prospectus Regulation") is based on the
concept of securities and not on that of financial instruments. According to article 2 (a), the
scope of the Prospectus Regulation is limited to securities as defined under the MIF 2
Directive, with the exception of money market instruments.
The MIF 2 Directive set out that a financial instrument may be a financial security or a
financial contract. It does not propose a generic definition of financial instruments, but
provides a typology of ten types of financial instruments in its Annex 1, Section C. MFC
The provisions of the MIF 2 Directive relating to or financial securities have been transposed
in French law under article L. 211-1 of the MCF which provides a generic distinction, within
financial instruments, between financial securities (titres financiers) and financial contracts
(contrats financiers). Although the first includes the concept of securities, this expression does
not appear in the text itself, which distinguishes between equity (titres de capital) and similar
securities, debt securities (titres de créance) or units or shares of collective investment
schemes (parts ou actions d'organismes de placement collectif). Moreover, article L. 228-1
of the Commercial Code refers to transferable securities (valeurs mobilières) as financial
securities (titres financiers) within the meaning of article L. 211-1 of the MFC, which grants
identical rights by category.
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REGULATION WITHIN THE EUROPEAN UNION
The European Securities and Markets Authority (“ESMA”) published on 13 November 2017 a
Statement on initial coin offerings in which it states that token issuers
“must give careful consideration as to whether their activities constitute regulated activities”,
and more specifically that “where the coins or tokens qualify as financial instruments it is likely that
the firms involved in ICOs conduct regulated investment activities, such as placing, dealing in or
advising on financial instruments or managing or marketing collective investment schemes.
Moreover, they may be involved in offering transferable securities to the public”.

Among the potential applicable regulations, the ESMA mentions Directive 2003/71/EC of 4
November 2003 (which was replaced by the Prospectus Regulation since the publication of
this statement), Directive 2014/65/EU of 15 May 2014 (the "MIF 2 Directive "), Directive
2015/849/EU of 20 May 2015 on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the
purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing as well as Directive 2011/61/UE of 8 June
2011 on Alternative Investment Fund Managers.
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REGULATIONS IN USA
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) issued in December 2017 an enforcement
order in connection with a token offering by Munchee and a public statement that shed
some additional light on the SEC’s approach to initial coin offering issuances.
As the SEC discussed in the DAO report, tokens, coins or other digital assets issued on a
blockchain may be securities under the federal securities laws, and if they are securities,
issuers and others who offer or sell them in the United States must register the offering and
sale with the SEC or qualify for an exemption from registration. In addition, any entity or
person engaging in the activities of an exchange must register as a national securities
exchange or operate pursuant to an exemption from such registration.
On Dec. 11, 2017, the SEC made this determination with respect to MUN tokens sold by
Munchee, a California business that created an app that allows users to post photographs
and reviews of meals they eat in restaurants.
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REGULATIONS IN USA
While it’s possible to create an ICO that’s legal in the United States, the SEC follows a set of
rules known as the Howey Test to determine if the ICO is considered an “investment
contract” and is therefore subject to securities law and regulations.

ICOs that fail the Howey Test are subject to all the same regulations as public stocks, and
they must be registered and follow strict securities law.
According to The Howey Test, a transaction is an “investment contract” if:
• It is an investment of money
• There is an expectation of profits from the investment
• The investment of money is in a common enterprise
• Any profit comes from the efforts of a promoter or third party.
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REGULATIONS IN USA
•

An investment of money
The SCOTUS, in SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., said that investments of cash qualify as “investments of
money.” In SEC v. Shavers, a U.S. District Court held that investment of virtual currency also qualifies
as “investment of money.”

•

There is an expectation of profits from the investment
U.S. Courts disagreed about the proper test for assessing the “common enterprise” element of the
Howey test, and have adopted three basic approaches to this requirement: (1) “horizontal
commonality”; (2) “broad vertical commonality”; and (3) “narrow vertical commonality

•

The investment of money is in a common enterprise
The SCOTUS, in the Howey decision, distinguished purchasers motivated primarily by financial returns
(which will satisfy this requirement) and purchasers motivated primarily by a desire to use or consume
a product or service (which will not)

•

Any profit comes from the efforts of a promoter or third party
While the SCOTUS said in the Howey decision that a security exists only when profits are to be derived
solely from the efforts of others, lower courts have subsequently held that the term “solely” should not
be interpreted literally, and the SCOTUS has omitted that term from later decisions. Lower courts have
adopted a variety of broader formulations of this requirement, e.g. the D.C. Circuit has explained that
the requirement is satisfied when profits depend predominantly on the efforts of others,
20

REGULATIONS IN USA
The Securities and Exchange Commission has initiated several lawsuits against ICO issuers and even token
trading platforms that did not comply with the securities regulations:
In the beginning of 2018, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) issued an enforcement order in
connection with a token offering by Munchee and a public statement that shed some additional light on
the SEC’s approach to initial coin offering (ICO) issuances.
The SEC order in the Munchee action claimed that the token purchasers had a reasonable expectation
of profits from their investment in the Munchee enterprise. The investors handed over their capital to
Munchee so that Munchee, through its entrepreneurial and managerial efforts, would create the
“ecosystem” that would increase the value of MUN (through both an increased demand for MUN tokens
by users and Munchee’s specific efforts to cause appreciation in value, such as by burning MUN tokens)
and support a secondary trading market for the MUN token.
In the order, the SEC briefly delved into the concept of a “utility token” and indicated that “even if MUN
tokens had a practical use at the time of the offering, it would not preclude the token from being a
security. Determining whether a transaction involves a security does not turn on labelling such as
characterizing an ICO as involving a ‘utility token’ – but instead required an assessment of the economic
realities underlying transaction.’”
In addition, the SEC was not impressed by the fact that Munchee had conducted the Howey analysis
itself, reaching the self-serving conclusion that the sale of its tokens did not pose a significant risk of
implicating the federal securities laws.
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REGULATIONS IN USA
A group of U.S. lawmakers are asking SEC chairman Jay Clayton in September 29, 2018 to
clarify when ICOs are considered securities sales.
In this letter, 5 co-signers say:
“We believe the SEC could do more to clarify its position. Additionally, we are concerned about the
use of enforcement actions alone to clarify policy and believe that formal guidance may be an
appropriate approach to clearing up legal uncertainties which are causing the environment for the
development of innovative technologies in the United States to be unnecessarily fraught.”

They are asking the SEC to:
• clarify how it is approaching token sales, saying that current uncertainty surrounding
the treatment of offers and sales of digital tokens is hindering innovation in the United
States and will ultimately drive business elsewhere;
• clarify when token sales should be classified as investment contracts, whether a token
sold as a security can later become a non-security;
• say what tools are available for the SEC to offer more concrete guidance to
innovators.
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REGULATIONS IN JAPAN
In Japan, cryptocurrency exchange businesses are regulated. The Payment Services Act
was amended in June 2016 and the amendment took effect on April 1, 2017. The amended
Payment Services Act defines “cryptocurrency” as:
• property value that can be used as payment for the purchase or rental of goods or
provision of services by unspecified persons, that can be purchased from or sold to
unspecified persons,

• and that is transferable via an electronic data processing system; or property value
that can be mutually exchangeable for the above property value with unspecified
persons and is transferable via an electronic data processing system.
Under the Payment Services Act, only business operators registered with a competent local
Finance Bureau are allowed to operate cryptocurrency exchange businesses.
The operator must be a stock company or a foreign cryptocurrency exchange business
(means a cryptocurrency exchange service provider that is registered with a foreign
government in the foreign country under a law that provides an equivalent registration
system to the system under the Japanese Payment Services Act) that is a company, has a
representative who is resident in Japan, and an office in Japan.
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REGULATIONS IN JAPAN
The FSA has indicated in a statement on October 27, 2017 that "certain digital tokens issued
by ICOs may fall into the definition of virtual currency under the Payment Services Act and
thus an operator involving the exchange of such digital tokens as its business must be
registered with the FSA."
Under the Payment Services Act, a Virtual Currency as an electronically recorded
proprietary value other than legal currency (Japanese Yen or any foreign legal currency)
and assets denominated in any legal currency, which either:
1. can be used to pay unspecified persons for goods and services and can be mutually
exchanged into fiat currencies with unspecified persons, and
2. is transferrable through an electronic network (data processing system)
If digital tokens issued by an ICO fulfill the criteria mentioned above and are therefore
categorized as virtual currencies, an issuer of the ICO is required to register as an operator of
a Virtual Currency Exchange Business.
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REGULATIONS IN JAPAN
All digital tokens issued by ICOs are not necessarily categorized as virtual currencies under
the Payment Services Act. An utility token is regarded as either a Prepaid Payment
Instrument or a Virtual Currency, depending on the business model of the network
developed by the token issuer:
• If the token issuer sits in the center of the network, then the token is likely to be regarded as
Prepaid Payment Instrument,
• whereas if the network is decentralized and token issuer does not function as a controller
of payment within the network, then the token is likely to be regarded as Virtual Currency.
Both of the issuers of Prepaid Payment Instrument and Virtual Currency are subject to
registration requirement prior to the issuance. The PSA does prohibit a foreign issuer from
offering Prepaid Payment Instrument or Virtual Currency without being registered in
advance under the PSA.
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REGULATIONS IN JAPAN
The statement mentioned previously, noted that ICOs may also be subject to the
Financial Instruments and Exchange Act (Japanese securities law) who comes to regulates so-called
"collective investment schemes" and securities.

The definition of a collective investment scheme under this law is broad, and it generally covers any
arrangement (regardless of its legal form) under which cash and cash equivalent are collected from
investors to invest in a certain business and investors are entitled to receive dividends or distribution of
assets.
Prior to the Statement, there was a market view that ICOs should not be categorized as collective
investment schemes (ICO participants usually pay virtual currencies in consideration for digital tokens, and
such virtual currencies are not "cash and cash equivalent"), but the statement has clearly rejected such
view by stating that:
"if an ICO has characteristics of an investment and the purchase of a digital token by a virtual
currency is in fact deemed equivalent to that by a legal currency, an ICO will be subject to the
regulations under the FIEA."
If an ICO is deemed as a collective investments scheme, the issuer and promoter of the ICO is required to
be registered as an operator of a Type II Financial Instruments Exchange Business and/or Investment
Management Business, and it will also be subject to various regulations under the
Financial Instruments and Exchange Act .
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REGULATIONS IN CHINA

A vice governor of the People's Bank of China has issued strong statements
against initial coin offerings, singling out those that have moved overseas, but are
still marketing to investors in China.
Speaking at an internal meeting of the Internet Finance Rectification Working
Group, the vice governor of the People's Bank of China Pan Gongsheng said:
"Any new financial product or phenomenon that is not authorized under the
existing legal framework, we will crush them as soon as they dare to surface.“
China is one of the most important countries in terms of ICO and a key player
when we want to launch an ICO.

The Chinese people are organizing to fight against this ban by forming "pool" of
investors in order to circumvent the legal provisions.
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REGULATIONS IN CHINA
According to the announcement in 2017 on Preventing Token Fundraising Risks as collectively issued by
People’s Bank of China, Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, State Administration for Industry
and Commerce, China Banking Regulatory Commission, China Securities Regulatory Commission, China
Insurance Regulatory Commission the nature of the issuance of token for the purpose of fundraising is
defined:
“Token Fundraising” refers to a process where fundraisers distribute so-called “cryptocurrencies” to
investors who make financial contributions in form of cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin and ether. By
nature, it is an unapproved and illegal public financing activity, which involves financial crimes such
as the illegal distribution of financial tokens, the illegal issuance of securities and illegal fundraising,
financial fraud and pyramid scheme.
According to this announcement, token Fundraising involves illegal issuance of security, which means the
regulating authority believes that token may be transformed into security, and thus token issuance can be
regarded as security issuance.
The announcement 2017 further stipulates that:
the taken or cryptocurrencies that are distributed during token fundraising are not issued by the
monetary authority, which have no legal properties like legally repayable and mandatory, have no
equal legal standing as flat currency, and cannot circulate in the monetary market. This statement
further narrows down the application and the scope of use of token in mainland China.
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REGULATIONS IN CHINA
Under the announcement mentioned previously, it is clearly prohibited to issue ICO in mainland China, as
it stipulates that all fundraising activities through token issuance should stop immediately from the date of
this announcement.

Organizations and individuals who have already raised money through token fundraising should provide
refunds or make other arrangements to reasonably protect the rights and interests of investors and
properly handle risks. Relevant authorities should investigate and severely penalize those who refuse to
halt fundraising activities through token issuance and those who have committed illegal activities and
violations during token fundraising projects.
The digital assets trading platform is also prohibited as it is stipulates that starting from the date of this
announcement, all so-called token trading platform should not engage in the exchange between any
statutory currency with tokens and "virtual currencies", should not trade or trade as central counterparties
the tokens or "virtual currencies", and should not provide pricing, information agency or other services for
tokens or "virtual currencies". It is due to the issuance of Announcement 2017 that major digital currency
trading platforms have been “escaping” out of mainland China.
The announcement is the latest, most direct and most targeted regulating instrument on token, ICO,
digital currency trading platform. Although the Announcement 2017 is only a ministry regulation from
perspective of source of law, given the blank of legislation on the field of token, ICO and digital currency
trading platform, it’s authority and regulating status is clearly uncontroversial.
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REGULATIONS IN HONG KONG
On February 9, 2018, Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) alerted investors
to the potential risks of dealing with cryptocurrency exchanges and investing in initial coin
offerings.
In the alert, the SFC said it has taken regulatory action against a number of cryptocurrency
exchanges and issuers of ICOs. The SFC has warned cryptocurrency exchanges in Hong
Kong or with connections to Hong Kong that they should not trade cryptocurrencies, which it
characterized as “securities” as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance, without a
license.
The new alert follows a statement on ICOs issued by the SFC on September 5, 2017. That
statement explained that, depending on the facts and circumstances of an ICO, digital
tokens that are offered or sold may be “securities” as defined in the Securities and Futures
Ordinance, and therefore subject to the securities laws of Hong Kong.

On January 8, 2014, in replying to a question raised at the meeting of the Legislative Council
on the use of bitcoin, the Secretary for Financial Services and the Treasury said virtual
currencies such as bitcoin are not considered as legal tender but are virtual commodities in
Hong Kong, and warned about the risks of using virtual currencies.
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REGULATIONS IN HONG KONG

Securities and Futures Ordinance Hong Kong does not have any specific or targeted
regulatory measures to govern the offer and sale of virtual commodities.
Securities is defined broadly under the Securities and Futures Ordinance and includes shares,
stocks, debentures, bonds or notes of, or issued by a body, whether incorporated or
unincorporated, rights, options and interests in any collective investment schemes etc.
Digital tokens are not “securities” per se for Securities and Futures Ordinance purposes and
so are not regulated.
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REGULATIONS IN HONG KONG
However, according to a statement on initial coin offering issued by the Securities and Futures
Ordinance (SFO) on 5 September 2017:

• Where digital tokens offered in an ICO represent equity or ownership interests in a
corporation, these tokens may be regarded as “shares”.

For example, token holders may be given shareholders’ rights, such as the right to
receive dividends and the right to participate in the distribution of the corporation’s
surplus assets upon winding up.
• Where digital tokens are used to create or to acknowledge a debt or liability owed by
the issuer, they may be considered as a “debenture”.
For example, an issuer may repay token holders the principal of their investment on
a fixed date or upon redemption, with interest paid to token holders.
• If token proceeds are managed collectively by the ICO scheme operator to invest in
projects with an aim to enable token holders to participate in a share of the returns
provided by the project, the digital tokens may be regarded as an interest in a
“collective investment scheme”
Where tokens in an initial coin offering represent any of definitions mentioned above; they fall within the
definition of “securities”.
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REGULATIONS IN HONG KONG
Where the digital tokens involved in an ICO fall under the definition of “securities” as defined previously, dealing in or
advising on the digital tokens, or managing or marketing a fund investing in such digital tokens, may constitute a regulated
activity.
Section 114 of the SFO prohibits a person from carrying on a business in a regulated activity or holding himself out as
carrying on a business in a regulated activity in Hong Kong unless such person is appropriately licensed by the SFC to
undertake such regulated activity or an exception applies.
There are currently 10 different types of regulated activity under the SFO such as: dealing in securities (Type 1), advising on
securities (Type 4) and asset management (Type 9). A person conducting any such activities will need to be appropriately
licensed by the SFC under the SFO.
The SFO extends the Hong Kong licensing regime to activities conducted outside Hong Kong if there is an “active
marketing to the public” of services that would be subject to a licence obligation as if conducted in Hong Kong.

Section 115 of the SFO provides that if a person actively markets to the public in Hong Kong any services that he provides,
and such services would constitute a regulated activity if provided in Hong Kong, then the person would be regarded as
holding himself out as carrying on a business in that regulated activity for the purposes of section 114 of the SFO and would
need to be licensed.
A person may need to be appropriately licensed by the SFC before actively marketing his or her services to prospective /
existing investors in Hong Kong, even if the person is based outside Hong Kong and the marketing of services is done from
or outside Hong Kong.
Indeed, it is a criminal offence for a person to carry on a regulated activity while unlicensed by the SFC. Commission of
such offence may attract a fine of up to HK$5 million and seven years’ imprisonment.
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Section 103(1) of the SFO provides that it is an offence to issue, or have in one’s
possession for the purposes of issue, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, an
advertisement, invitation or document which one knows contains an invitation to
the public:
a) to enter into or offer to enter into an agreement to acquire, dispose of,
subscribe for or underwrite securities; or a regulated investment agreement;
b) to acquire an interest in or participate in, or offer to acquire an interest in or
participate in, a collective investment scheme (“CIS”),
It is a criminal offence for a person to offer to the public, or issue any documents
to invite the public to subscribe for securities or acquire interests in a CIS, in breach
of section 103 of the SFO. The maximum penalty is HK$500,000 and three years’
imprisonment.
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There are a limited number of situations in which an information memorandum or other document which contains an
invitation to subscribe for interests in a fund which will be made available to potential investors in Hong Kong is not required
to comply with the prospectus requirements of the Companies Ordinance or be authorised by the SFC before issue:
a) the “professional investor” exception. “Professional investors”, as defined in the SFO, include various institutional
investors; trust corporations with at least HK$40 million in assets; and individuals, corporations and partnerships with
investment portfolios of at least HK$8 million.
b) where information is distributed in such a manner that it does not constitute an offer to the public and therefore
does not fall within the prohibition contained in the SFO or the definition of “prospectus” in the CO. This is known as
the “private placement” exemption.
In respect of offering of interests in shares of a corporate, Schedule 17 to the Companies Ordinance further sets out some
situations where a document used in a private offer by a corporate will not constitute a “prospectus”, including:
a) an offer to not more than 50 persons (the “limited offerees” exception);
b) an offer in respect of which the total consideration does not exceed HK$5 million or its equivalent in another
currency (the “small offer” exception); and
c) an offer in respect of which the minimum subscription per investor is not less than HK$500,000 or its equivalent in
another currency (the “minimum subscription” exception).
In each case where the limited situations apply, the offer document must include prescribed warning statement to
investors.
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Under article D.7.3 of the Regulatory Framework for Stored Values and an Electronic
Payment System, issued by the Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates in January 2017, all
transactions in “virtual currencies” are prohibited. In January 2018, the governor of the UAE
Central Bank reiterated a warning against trading in cryptocurrencies.
According to news reports, when the governor of the UAE Central Bank was asked about his
views concerning cryptocurrencies, he said that citizens should avoid these types of
currencies because they are not approved by the Central Bank.
In October 2017, the governor of the UAE Central Bank issued a warning pertaining to
cryptocurrencies, which said that such currencies were susceptible to use in money
laundering or terrorism funding.
The Central Bank later confirmed that the regulations “do not cover Virtual Currency” and
“do not apply to Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies, currency exchanges, or underlying
technology such as blockchain”. It was, however, noted that new regulations will follow,
and so it is expected that specific regulation will be issued in this area by the Central Bank in
the near future.
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In the UAE, there is currently no specific regulation applicable to ICOs. On 4 February 2018,
the Emirates Securities and Commodities Authority (SCA), which regulates the conduct of
securities business in the UAE, offering guidance related to cryptocurrencies and ICOs. SCA
issued a circular highlighting for potential investors certain risks associated “digital, tokenbased fundraising activities or investment schemes” covering ICOs, token presales and
token crowdsales including that:
1. Some ICOs are not regulated and thus may be subject to fraud risks;
2. ICOs may be issued abroad, and therefore are subject to foreign laws and
regulations that can be difficult to verify (tracking and recovering funds in case of
ICO collapse may prove to be extremely difficult in practice);
3. ICO trading on the secondary market is subject to opaque, volatile pricing and
insufficient liquidity;
4. Many investors, especially retail, may not be able to comprehend the risks, costs,
and expected returns arising from ICO investments; and
5. ICO information made available to investors may be unaudited or incomplete and
may present a given investment case in an unbalanced and misleading manner.
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• Specific regulation in Dubai
The Dubai Financial Services Authority on 13 September 2017 has issued a warning
statement to investors that cryptocurrency investments should be treated as high risk. The
DFSA also clarified that it does not regulate ICOs and would not license firms undertaking
such activities:
“The DFSA would like to make it clear that it does not currently regulate these types of product offerings
or license firms in the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) to undertake such activities.
Accordingly, before engaging with any persons promoting such offerings in the DIFC, or making any
financial contribution toward such offerings, the DFSA urges potential investors to exercise caution and
undertake due diligence to understand the risks involved.”

• Specific regulation in Abu Dhabi
The Financial Services Regulatory Authority issued guidance in October 2017 on ICOs and
cryptocurrencies which clarifies that, whilst ICOs and cryptocurrencies would not be regulated in and of
themselves, the FSRA will take a substance over form approach, such that certain components of an
ICO may fall within existing regulation, such as operating an exchange, offering securities or units in a
fund. The FRSA also confirmed that many aspects of ICOs may not be regulated activities, and urged
caution by investors.
On 11 February 2018, FSRA announced that is reviewing and considering the development of a robust,
risk-appropriate regulatory framework to regulate and supervise activities of virtual currency exchanges
and intermediaries.
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On August 1, 2017, the Monetary Authority of Singapore clarifies that the offer or issue of
digital tokens in Singapore will be regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
The Deputy Prime Minister and Minister in Charge of the Monetary Authority of Singapore
responded to questions from the parliament for its sitting on October 2, 2017, on the
regulation of cryptocurrencies and ICOs. According to the Deputy Prime Minister , although
the Monetary Authority of Singapore does not regulate virtual currencies per se, it regulates
activities involving the use of virtual currencies that fall under the Monetary Authority of
Singapore’s regulatory ambit, such as money laundering and terrorism financing. The
Monetary Authority of Singapore is working on a new regulatory framework for payments
that will address the risks associated with virtual currencies.
With respect to ICOs, the Monetary Authority of Singapore has not issued specific legislation,
but will continue to monitor developments and consider more targeted legislation when it
becomes necessary.
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The Monetary Authority of Singapore will examine the structure and characteristics
of, including the rights attached to, a digital token in determining if the digital
token is a type of capital markets products under the SFA. For instance, a digital
token may constitute;
• a share, where it confers or represents ownership interest in a corporation,
represents liability of the token holder in the corporation, and represents
mutual covenants with other token holders in the corporation inter se;
• a debenture, where it constitutes or evidences the indebtedness of the issuer
of the digital token in respect of any money that is or may be lent to the
issuer by a token holder; or
• a unit in a collective investment scheme, where it represents a right or
interest in a collective investment scheme, or an option to acquire a right or
interest in a collective investment scheme.
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Offers of digital tokens which constitute securities or units in a collective investment scheme are subject to the same
regulatory regime under Part XIII of the SFA, as offers of securities or units in a collective investment scheme respectively
made through traditional means.
A person may only make an offer of digital tokens which constitute securities or units in a collective investment scheme, if
the offer complies with the requirements under Part XIII of the SFA 11 including requirements that the offer must be made in
or accompanied by a prospectus that is prepared in accordance with the SFA and is registered with MAS.
An offer may nevertheless be exempt from the prospectus requirements where, amongst others:
• the offer is a small offer of securities of an entity, or units in a collective investment scheme, that does not exceed
S$5 million (or its equivalent in a foreign currency) within any 12 month period, subject to certain conditions;
• the offer is a private placement offer made to no more than 50 persons within any 12-month period, subject to
certain conditions;
• the offer is made to institutional investors only;
• the offer is made to accredited investors, subject to certain conditions.
The exemptions for a small offer, a private placement offer and an offer made to accredited investors, are respectively
subject to certain conditions which includes advertising restrictions.
In addition, where an offer is made in relation to units in a CIS, the CIS is subject to authorisation or recognition
requirements. An authorised CIS or a recognised CIS under the SFA must comply with investment restrictions and business
conduct requirements.
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There are no specific and dedicated regulations regarding ICOs and token but it does not
mean that ICOs are not regulated at all. Swiss legislation, in particular financial market
regulations, is generally principle-based and technology neutral. As a result, ICOs,
blockchain as well as token legal issues are to be analyzed under the existing legal
framework. The Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA has issued several
communications on ICOs and more specifically on token qualification from a regulatory
perspective.
The first communication under the format of guidance has been issued by the FINMA in
September 2017 and give possible regulatory consequences surrounding ICOs depending
on the underlying token.
The second communication was issued by the FINMA in February 2018 under the form of
practical guidelines (the "ICO Guidelines") and provide token classification from a
regulatory perspective as well as practical advice regarding the process to obtain "noobjection letters" from FINMA, which have become common practice for Swiss issuers.
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Pursuant to the ICO Guidelines, the FINMA states that the characteristics of a token need to be analyzed on a case by case
basis and distinguishes for regulatory purposes the three following categories/types of token:
• Payment token (also known as "cryptocurrencies"): any token that is intended as means of payment for acquiring goods
or services;
• Utility tokens any token that is providing access rights to a digital application or service based on a blockchaininfrastructure;
• Asset token any token that represents an asset, for instance a debt or equity claim against the issuer or a third party.
In the ICO Guidelines, the FINMA acknowledges that hybrid forms of tokens may exist if a token meets the characteristics of
more than one of the above-described token categories. In such case, the regulatory requirements of the concerned
token categories apply cumulatively.
Furthermore, FINMA distinguishes between existing tokens and rights to acquire tokens issued within a pre-financing or presale of token (the "Pre-Sale"). In the case of a Pre-Sale which confers enforceable rights to acquire tokens in the future,
these rights will also be treated as securities if they are standardized and suitable for mass standardized trading.
In addition, the FINMA also acknowledged that the classification of a token may change over time, e.g. a utility token may
qualify as security for having an investment purpose at the moment of issue which ceases over time, and in particular when
the relevant application becomes operational. For the purpose of assessing the regulatory implications of an ICO, the
moment of the token issuance is relevant.
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On the basis of the above-mentioned criteria (function and transferability), FINMA will
handle ICO enquiries as follows:
• Payment ICOs: For ICOs where the token is intended to function as a means of
payment and can already be transferred, FINMA will require compliance with antimoney laundering regulations. FINMA will not, however, treat such tokens as securities.
• Utility ICOs: These tokens do not qualify as securities only if their sole purpose is to
confer digital access rights to an application or service and if the utility token can
already be used in this way at the point of issue. If a utility token functions solely or
partially as an investment in economic terms, FINMA will treat such tokens as securities
(i.e. in the same way as asset tokens).

• Asset ICOs: FINMA regards asset tokens as securities, which means that there are
securities law requirements for trading in such tokens, as well as civil law requirements
under the Swiss Code of Obligations (e.g. prospectus requirements).
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Source: FINMA ICO guidelines
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RUSSIA

In order to regulate the use of digital assets, including cryptocurrencies, their
miners, as well as ICOs in the country’s financial sector, Russian president, Vladimir
Putin, has now issued five orders in October requiring altcoin miner registration
and taxation, the application of securities laws to ICOs, and the use of altcoins to
create a “single payment space” in the Eurasian Economic Union to oppose the
Eurozone.
The position since then has shifted to altcoin use being “probably illegal.”
However, there has been no shift in official policy.
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• The first order
Instructs the government to “ensure that changes are made to the legislation of the Russian Federation”
and this is to be “based on the obligation of the ruble as the only legal tender in the Russian
Federation.” These technologies include cryptocurrencies, tokens, and smart contracts.
• the second order
Regulator orders to make amendments in the legislation in order to make it easier for organizations that
are engaged in cryptocurrency mining can be easily regulated including:

“the registration of economic entities carrying out such activities, and determining the procedure for
their taxation.”
Proposals were put forward this month by the Russian Finance Ministry to register miners and license
cryptocurrency exchanges dealing with them.

• The third order
Concern the regulation of ICOs. Government and the central bank are instructed to modify legislation
accordingly. First Deputy Prime Minister and the President himself have assured that these regulations
will not kill the ICOs, saying that they hold tremendous potential.
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The Russian Ministry of Communications has published initial draft for ICO guidelines focused
on its own currency. In the future, accredited Initial Coin Offerings on Russian territory will
only be possible with the help of the ruble. The guidelines are part of a larger crypto
regulatory package to be passed by the Russian State Duma by July.
The focus of the document is the still voluntary accreditation of ICO providers. For successful
accreditation, ICOs on Russian territory will in future only be able to be operated using the
national currency. For the publication of its own token providers must also prove in future a
start-up capital of 100 million rubles (just under 1.4 million euros) and licensed to the Ministry.
The guidelines are part of a larger regulatory effort aimed at “legalizing” cryptocurrencies.
State Duma deputies are currently in the process of drafting a legislative package that was
introduced by the Deputy Minister of Finance in January of this year.
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ESTONIA

The Estonian Financial Supervisory Authority (EFSA) is of opinion that tokens in terms of the
initial coin offerings (ICO), depending on their structure, might be considered as securities
according to the definition set forth in article §2 in the current Securities Market Act (SMA) as
well as in the Law of Obligations Act (LOA).
Every ICO should be assessed on its own characteristics. The EFSA explains that tokens which
give investors certain rights in the issuer company or whose value is tied to the future profits
or success of a business are likely to be considered securities in the meaning of § 2 of the
SMA.
Therefore, the offering of such tokens may constitute as the issue of securities and,
depending on its exact nature, be governed by the rules that of public offering as
prescribed in § 12 of the SMA. It is required to register a respective prospectus in the EFSA.

https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/506062014002/consolide
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As regards to ICOs encompassing the offering of instruments qualified as securities, it is
important to note that the entities facilitating such ICOs or secondary trading of such tokens
may be considered as providing investment services as stipulated in § 43 of the SMA. In
particular, by organising such an offer or issuing tokens or bringing together the interests for
acquisition and transfer of tokens under uniform conditions. These services may be provided
as a permanent activity only by authorised entities.

The EFSA notes that ICOs may also be governed by the Credit Institutions Act (CIA). This
might be in the case where the main activity of the business is to provide loans on its own
name and account and such activity is being financed through the repayable funds
received from the public in the form of an ICO.
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Regarding trading cryptocurrencies, it is important to mark that according to the judgement
of the Estonian Supreme Court RKHKo 3-3-1-75-15, trading Bitcoins as business activity
corresponds to the provision of services of alternative means of payment.
This means that persons trading with virtual currencies in the course of their business activities
may be considered to offer virtual currency services as provided in the Money Laundering
and Terrorist Financing Prevention Act (MLTFPA) § 2 (1) points 10 and 11. Conclusively, the
respective persons should apply for authorisation pursuant to MLTFPA § 70 (1) point 4 or 5.
To conclude, the EFSA consider that a token may still qualify as a security as set forth in the
Estonian legislation and businesses should complete an analysis on whether a security is
involved.
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On July 4, 2018 the Maltese Parliament has officially passed 3 bills into law, establishing the
first regulatory framework for blockchain, cryptocurrency and Distributed Ledger
Technology. This makes Malta the first country in the world to provide an official set of
regulations for operators in the blockchain, cryptocurrency and DLT space.
The three bills are:
• The Virtual Financial Assets Act,

• The Malta Digital Innovation Authority Act,
• The Innovative Technology Arrangements and Services Act.
Malta’s Junior Minister for Financial Services, Digital Economy and Innovation, Silvio Schembri
exolained that “The high level principles of the European Union (EU) are reflected onto our
laws. We have also based these laws upon 3 basic principles - market integrity, consumer
protection and industry protection”. “The ultimate aim is to bring legal certainty to an
environment that is currently unregulated.”
The new bills are expected to guide the government on how to embrace the technology
and achieve its aim of becoming a hotspot for crypto and blockchain businesses.
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• The Virtual Financial Assets Act (VFA)
The Virtual Financial Assets Act:
• will regulate initial coin offerings;
• would require new companies raising capital through ICOs to publish white papers
that outline a detailed description for the entire project. Indeed, the VFA establishes a
set of requirements and guidelines for ICO and STO (Security Token Offering)
whitepapers to be delivered to the Malta Financial Services Authority.
The Virtual Financial Assets Act stipulates that the token issuer must appoint a VFA agent who
is approved by the MFSA as the competent authority who monitors and reports on the token
offering.
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• The Malta Digital Innovation Authority Act
This bill formalizes regulatory procedures for the cryptocurrency and the blockchain industry.
It also establishes the Malta Digital Innovation Authority (MDIA), which will serve as the
regulatory body for the industry. The functions of the MDIA will be carried out by a Board of
Governors, headed by a CEO. Local news outlet the Times of Malta confirmed the
appointment of Stephen McCarthy as the first chief executive of the Malta Digital Innovation
Authority.
• Technology Arrangements and Services Bill
This bill details the registration and certification of technology service providers and
technology arrangements, and it focuses on the registration of exchanges in Malta.
Industry insiders believe this bill was created to make Malta “the destination of choice for
cryptocurrency exchanges”.
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DISCLAIMER

This publication is a general summary of some regulation in the World and is provided for
your convenience It is not legal or tax advice. Readers should not act on the basis of this
publication before obtaining professional advice.
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